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Blessed Ones of my Heart, 

I embrace you, holding you fast to God's bosom, encouraging you to instill 
within your own consciousness the God Qualities and all that issues from 

them. For you, Blessed Ones, are the chosen ones. You have come under the 
guidance and tutelage of the I AM. You have embraced the understanding of 
the Christ and of the Buddha. You have opened your Hearts to receive Lord 
Maitreya in the Great Initiations that will guide you into your Victory.

Reside within the Family of God
When I speak of the chosen ones, I include all who have a Threefold 

Flame upon the Altar of their Heart and are part of this great Family of 
God. I know well that there are many lines of division that rise up to separate 
you one from another, oft times creating such havoc and turmoil that you, 
Beloved, become so very isolated, not desiring to continue to try, to strive, 
or to move within that Family.

But this is not the way of the Christ or of the Buddha. This is the way 
of one who is living in duality, not within the all-inclusive Body of God. 
For it is here, Beloved, within this One Body, that you can realize all you 
desire. This desiring is not born of flesh, but of the Heart of your own God 
Presence. The desiring of God, as the Will of God through you, establishes 
a greater thrust into the world of form.

Perhaps you have thought that the Path is too difficult and that you will 
put off to another day entertaining the Great Currents of Light that are 
proffered to you by the Hand of God. But what of tomorrow? Will you be 
prepared? Will you be ready to receive the Gifts of God? Or will you be in 
another state of confusion, procrastination and all manner of dalliance with 
your present state?
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You Are Not Alone
As the Lord of the World, it comes within my purview and awareness 

whenever Action is required to enable the Sons and Daughters of God to 
continue to advance in consciousness. Many times you may think that you 
are entirely alone, going through initiations and cycles that, surely, only you 
are experiencing. But, Blessed Ones, you are not alone, for across the entire 
planet there are those blessed Hearts experiencing many of the same initia-
tions, tests, and cycles that you are faced with day-to-day. 

I bring this to your conscious awareness so that you will have a greater 
sense of belonging to the Family of God, not considering for one moment 
that you are singled out with some great burden that another surely has never 
experienced. For each one, regardless of the initiation and the cycle, the bur-
den and the weight that you experience is contingent upon your attainment 
and your ability to hold the Light, to meet the challenge, and to pass the 
initiation victoriously. So to each one it is a great endeavor.

Never consider for a moment that another’s struggle is beneath your 
own, for you know not the challenge, the karma, the cycles to unfold in 
that lifestream. When you place your attention upon your own Christhood, 
establishing the Peace of the Buddha within your temple, you are able to 
keep the watch, holding the balance for that one in need. When you build a 
momentum sufficient trigger the release of your Causal Body, the expansion 
of your assistance can become global in scope, and even Cosmic for some, 
where there is the attainment sufficient to connect with God in the Great 
Central Sun. 

Your God Presence Is Not Limited
Oh yes, this Central Sun may seem far distant, farther than you could 

imagine is within the capability of the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart. 
But what you have not perceived within your consciousness is that the I AM 
Presence, the Allness of your own God Presence, is not limited. It is only the 
finite mind that is limited. This temporal consciousness that has taken up 
residence in your body temple is a vehicle to be used by your God Presence. 
Through this vehicle, the Fire is intended to scintillate and send through the 
synapses of the mind the conscious awareness of God in all aspects of life. 
Then the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart will leap in joy as it receives 
the blessings from the Heart of your own God Presence.

This action, Beloved, represents the establishment of your vehicle of 
Christhood. Oh yes, there are those who would think that the Buddha may 
speak only of the Path of the Buddha and the fulfilling of the Eightfold Path 
to Enlightenment. Do not limit the Consciousness of the Lord of the World, 
for it is all-embracing of each of the Sons and Daughters of God and the 
mastery that comes forth through the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings 
who serve you, who assist you, who teach you.
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Since the coming forth of Beloved Sanat Kumara and the establishment 
of Shamballa, we have all known a greater Abundance of the Light of God, 
not merely raining down in an impersonal fashion, but in the very personal, 
intimate and close touch of God.

Attunement with Your Own Heart Flame  
Enables Greater Responsiveness to the Masters

When we step forth through the veil, sending the conscious awareness of 
our own Flame of God into your midst, we know every time a Heart  responds, 
and on the instant there is the understanding and the receptivity to the Light 
that has gone forth. As you develop the attainment of sensitivity to your own 
Heart Flame, you will likewise understand and be responsive to the Heart 
of the Ascended Ones and to the Heart of every lifestream in embodiment 
who is in need, for the Heart is being trained to expand, to move through 
your consciousness, to scintillate energy through the emotional body under 
the God Control of the Threefold Flame, establishing Peace in the body so 
that when you elect to attend to the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart, 
there is sufficient Strength within the physical body to allow the current of 
Light to move through you.

This process of which I speak prepares you for greater Light, more oppor-
tunity, and the expanded blessings that can be bestowed upon you. When 
those blessings are used wisely, not squandered away, not hidden in a closet, 
not dashed upon the rock, then, Blessed Ones, the gifts you receive are 
expanded, and you will find the multiplication of your talents, for you will 
have used that which was given graciously, mercifully, and wisely.

Know well, Beloved, that each time you allow your consciousness to 
leap to the awareness of your own God Presence, the Garment of your Holy 
Christ Self envelops you. There is a sense of knowing that all is well, that 
you have maintained the conscious connection, allowing your God Presence 
to see to your every need. This is the great pleasure and desire of your God 
Presence.

Put All Feelings of Unworthiness into the Flame
Perhaps you have not felt worthy to receive those blessings. But in that 

very unworthiness, you put off the Light that you desire. Let the shackles of 
unworthiness be broken, and let the Faith of the Heart, as of a little child, 
leap into the Heart of the I AM and receive the comfort, the healing, the 
wholeness that only come from your God Presence.

Oh there are those who masquerade, thinking that they are God’s gift 
to life and that surely their intellect, their ego, paraded as pseudo-talent, is 
a blessing for all. But any talent, any attainment, any creativity that is not 
charged by the Light of your God Presence and held to the Perfection of that 
Presence as it goes forth is not worthy and should go into the Flame and be 
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no more. This is the standard that you, as a Son or Daughter of God, should 
hold to in every creative endeavor, in every thought, word and deed.

Understand Your Heritage and the True Meaning of Life
I trust that my release of Light and the Instruction from my Heart is 

being impressed upon your own Heart Flame as a record to remind you in 
those times and cycles when you forget, when the pressures of the world’s 
negativity keep you from remembering the Office and Holy Estate of your 
Divine Inheritance. 

You are so blessed. Be grateful for that which is given to you, and you 
will begin to see what God has in store for you — for the mere existence 
within the body as an incarnate lifestream is not living at all. When the Life 
Force of your God Presence is consciously moving through you, when you 
consciously command that Life, when you take control over the emotional 
body, over the lesser vehicles in all of their forms of rebellion, you then begin 
to understand the true meaning of life.

Sin, disease, death and old age are the temporal, finite result of human 
creation. They are the maya and illusion that would keep you from express-
ing the Office of your Christhood. Put away the old ideas that you were born 
in sin and in sin you remain, for you were born of the Heart of God. You 
embody the Heart of God. And you are becoming more of God each day. 
Allow this to be the conscious awareness that you hold fast to. Keep your 
attention upon the Light of God so that no thing can encroach upon the 
Perfection that streams forth from your own Heart Flame.

The Thoughtform of 2005: The White Garment of Your Christhood
Having given you this Instruction, the time has come to receive from 

the Great Silent Watcher the Thoughtform-of-the-Year. This Thoughtform 
enables you to hold within your conscious awareness the collective plan as 
sent forth from the Heart of God for his Children, allowing for the expansion 
of consciousness in unison, as one great tone that reverberates throughout 
the Earth body. 

The Thoughtform is handed to me, wrapped within the most magnificent 
golden-hued cloth, tied together with a ribbon that is spun out of the most 
self-luminous, scintillating fabric, representative of the White Light of the 
Mother Flame. As I untie the ribbon, the White Light of the Mother Flame 
begins to flow, moving in, through and around the Earth body as a Cosmic 
Dance of Light. While this magnificent display of Cosmic Light continues 
on, the opening of the gold wrapping reveals to each one within their Heart 
a White Garment. For some, this Garment will be so refined that its touch 
is as soft as the softest velvet you could imagine, to others as smooth as the 
finest silk, to others the purest white linen that could be donned.
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This Garment is one that you will continue to weave through the Virtues 
of your Christhood. It is to remind you of its own inherent Purity and also 
of the Purity that comes forth when you are in the state of Consciousness of 
your Holy Christ Self. This precious Garment you are to don on the most 
Holy Days, for on those days you will desire to have only the Perfection of 
the Mantle of your Christhood about you, so that you might bend the knee 
before the Altar of God in the Purity of the White Light of the Mother.

Then the dancing ribbon of White Light that is moving through the 
land will swirl about your Garment of Light, magnifying the Mother Flame 
within you and establishing a Flame that draws you into a closer awareness 
of your own God Presence. You will desire to wear your White Garment on 
those occasions when you are in a state of travail or struggle, for it will remind 
you of your True Identity, galvanizing the inner Strength required to move 
through that cycle. For many times the perception of the mind and how you 
approach a situation makes all the difference in the ability of your Christ Self 
to work through you to the effect the right outcome.

So when you are having a difficult time, having received this blessed Garment 
at inner levels, you may put on the Garment as close to the proximity of your 
awareness that you can imagine and allow it to soothe the nerve endings, to 
quiet the emotional body, to give Strength to the Flame of God, to leap into 
response to all things that require the attention of your Flame.

Your White Garment Exists at Inner Levels
Blessed Ones, the White Light of the Christic Garment which you have 

received, not only in your consciousness but in reality at inner levels, is there for 
you to appropriate, to become, to move within the Body of God, understand-
ing that this Purity will allow you to enter into the Holy of Holies of your own 
God Presence and, ultimately, the Heart of God in the Great Central Sun.

Bask in the glow of this Thoughtform-of-the-Year and let it be the Garment 
that carries you into the Ascension. Then the Electronic Body of your own 
God Presence will draw that Christic Garment into the Oneness of the God 
Flame. The Garment then expands and scintillates with the greater Light, 
for it has taken on the sunburst of the radiance of your own Mighty I AM 
Presence. Oh, what a glorious display when the Mighty I AM calls Home the 
incarnate lifestream in the Ascension!

Oh to part the veil for you that you might experience even one lifestream 
taking their Ascension, and then another, and another, until the record is so 
etched in your consciousness that you surely know you are destined for that 
great event.

My blessings to you in the estate of your Christhood. Receive my Peace, 
my Compassion, and my Love. My unbroken meditation is that each of you 
may realize fully the most glorious life under the canopy of the Family of God 
and be at Peace in the Buddha.

Gautama
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